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Our January 15 Gathering was quite festive and definitely eventful. 
First, we enjoyed our annual Epiphany Party, sharing gifts and fun, and 
then we celebrated the Profession of our dear brother, Benny Garcia. 
Congratulations, Benny!

Fr. Barry presided over the Mass and Profession, and Benny’s cousin, 
Ted Sanchez, performed a wonderful rendition of Amazing Grace. 
After Mass, Benny’s family treated us to a feast of great food. It was a 
prayerful, soulful, joyous time, and our Fraternity is blessed to have 
Benny with us.

Benny Garcia & Minister Rosemary Apodaca
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MINISTER’S MESSAGE
   By Rosemary Apodaca 

I promise to live all the days of my life 
the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
in the Secular Franciscan Order 
by observing its rule of life.

You formed my inmost being;
you knit me in my mother’s womb.
I praise you, because I am 

wonderfully made;

Your eyes saw me unformed;
in your book all are written down;

my days were shaped, before one 
came to be.
                               Psalm 139:13-16

My Lenten Plan

As a little girl I loved the little boxes we made at St Jude’s Catholic 
School, and in those boxes we dropped our change that would be 
sent to the poor in some other country. I loved the thought of helping 
someone. Of course we also gave up something sweet or something 
we loved to do. It was almost like a game. I guess I knew that I was 
giving back something to God for what he had so freely given for 
me, His life. Doesn’t seem like a fair exchange. What have I done 
with my opportunity to live a life of free will?  

Now, as a grown women who has given up her share of candies, 
Lent has become a time of taking inventory, of reflection, of 
challenging my self. Every year I look forward to Lent and all the 
mystery it brings.  I still don’t understand all the traditions, the rituals, 
nor the reasons behind everything that we are called to do--fasting, 
stations of the cross.  Oh I guess I can come up with an answer, but I 
don’t know if I am right or wrong.  I still have so much to learn.  

And, what a great world and time I am living in. With the touch of a 
button, the internet can direct me to any number of great offerings 
on Lent such as:  “Wondrous Encounters,” Richard Rohr’s daily 
Lenten reflection on scripture; Videos on Lent—“What’s Lent all 
about;” “Lenten Catholic Treasures” with Father Greg Friedman, 
OFM; and “Rediscover Lent,” a new book from Mathew Kelly. One of 
my favorites is “The Little Black Book: Six minute meditations on the 
Sunday Gospels of Lent (Cycle B).”

Mari Gras; Catholic Roots, Carnival and Ordinary Time, The Agony in 
the Garden; Understanding Jesus; Passion; Ash Wednesday; Church 
Customs, Penance and Bible Readings.  Oh, and this goes on and 
on…Where do we start? 

I always try and learn a little bit more about my church, and my God.  
Even though I know I will never understand it all, just the same, I love 
it all: the mystery, the traditions, the customs, and the fact that my 
God knows what is in my heart. He loves me even though I am not 
perfect, or I should say, because I am not perfect, he loves me.  God 
is so great, so all-loving and all-knowing, how could I not spend 
these next forty days reflecting on what more can I do to serve HIM.  

Paz y bien - peace and all good,

Rosemary Apodaca OFS
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FORMATION FORUM
   By Brian Simmons

A quick update on our group in formation.  As you know, Benny Garcia professed last month.  
Brandy Chavez has decided to take a “discernment hiatus” from the formal initial formation process.  
She had been thinking about doing this for a while and decided now was the appropriate time.  
Please continue to hold her in your prayers.  Should she decide that the Secular Franciscan life is 
that to which she is being called, we will welcome her back with open arms.  Susie Saenz is the only 
person now actively involved in initial formation.  Please continue praying for Susie as well.

The joyful occasion of Bennie’s profession provides a wonderful moment to reflect on the meaning of 
profession for all of us.  What does it mean to live the life of a Secular Franciscan?  I found this quote 
by Fr. Benet Fonck, OFM (the punctuation [or lack thereof] is the original – my fourth grade teacher 
would have fried me for this kind of a sentence!!):

“The Secular Franciscan is called by God through the Holy Spirit to observe the Holy Gospel of our 
Lord Jesus Christ according to the spirit of Saint Francis and the heritage of the Franciscan family 
with the world and in a community of one mind and heart through a life of prayer (especially the 
liturgy), through an ongoing change of heart and through gospel poverty; and hence is called to build 
the spirit of brotherly love among people by enflaming the world with Gospel values, by bearing 
peace and charity, by instilling justice and dignity, by being sensitive and loyal to the Church, and by 
witnessing to the gospel of Jesus in a public profession. All of this is done through the example and 
help of Mary, Francis, and the saints and in imitation of and intimacy with Jesus Christ the Lord.”

The syntax may be challenging, but what a great summary of our calling!  While the focus was on 
Benny last month (and on each of us at our own professions), it is always important to remember 
that God did not call any of us to be Franciscan for ourselves alone, but for us in the context of 
fraternity.  Following the model of the Trinity itself, we are part of a union, a community.  Committing 
oneself to the Lord to observe the gospel cannot be done alone.  We need the help and prayerful 
support of our sisters and brothers.  We are obligated to provide it as well.

It is also important to remember that profession is not the end of anything but rather a new 
beginning.  As Francis said, “Let us begin again and again and again.”  Such is the basis for our 
recognition of the need for daily conversion.  We are each called to develop a deep life of prayer, 
including time both to praise God and to intercede for our brothers and sisters (and, indeed, for all of 
those who have asked for our prayers and whom we perceive to be in need of prayer).  Daily reading 
and reflection on the gospel is a highly recommended practice.  

The book “To Live as Francis Lived” (from which some of these observations are drawn) has this 
prayer: “Loving God, I give you honor, thanks, and praise.  You forgive me when I fail to live 
according to the Gospel.  You encourage me when I do follow your way.  I ask for the faith and 
courage to begin again and again to follow Jesus, my Lord and Savior.  Amen.”

Not a bad way for a Franciscan to start one’s day, don’t you think?

Thanks to Bennie for the opportunity to think about what it means to live the life of a professed 
Franciscan.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Brian
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S A V E  T H E  D AT E 
A P R I L  2 8 ,  2 0 1 2

8 : 3 0  a . m .  t o  4 : 0 0  p . m . 

Please join us for the Second Annual All Franciscan Family Gathering.

REGISTRATION IS LIMITED. ACT NOW ! 

Keynote 	
 	
 	
 Ilia Delio, OSF (English)
speakers:  	
	
 	
 Bill Short, OFM (Spanish)
	
 	
 	
 	

Place: 	
 	
 	
 Hotel Whitcomb
    1231 Market Street, San Francisco
	
 	
 	
 	
 (415) 626-8000 (Contact Hotel for lodging reservations)

REGISTRATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT FEBRUARY FRATERNITY GATHERING
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I N T E G R I T Y  O F  C R E AT I O N
John Paul II on Ecology

P E A C E
Martin Luther King - New York City - April 4, 1967

FRANCISCANS IN ACTION

"The most profound and serious indication of the moral implications underlying the ecological problem is the 
lack of respect for life evident in many of the patterns of environmental pollution. It is manifestly unjust that a 
privileged few should continue to accumulate excess goods, squandering available resources, while masses 
of people are living in conditions of misery at the very lowest level of subsistence." 

- John Paul II, 1990 World Day of Peace Message

“As I have walked among the desperate, rejected and angry young men, I have told them that Molotov 
cocktails and rifles would not solve their problems, maintaining my convictions that social change comes 
most meaningfully through nonviolent action. But, they asked, and rightly so, what about Vietnam? They 
asked if our own nation wasn’t using massive doses of violence to solve its problems, to bring about the 
changes it wanted. Their question hit home, and I knew that I could never again raise my voice against 
violence on the oppressed in the ghettos without first having spoken clearly to the greatest purveyor of 
violence in the world today - our own government.”

It was a wake-up call to hear:
• of couples who may not marry in the Church because, being undocumented, they are unable to secure 

a marriage license
• of children afraid to go to school because they could be asked to reveal whether their parents were 

documented
• of billions in tax revenues lost because foreign-born workers have to go underground in order to avoid 

deportation and family breakup
• of millions of dollars in farm products rotting on the vine because of the shortage of workers despite 

unemployment rates among American workers
• of the denial of due process and basic human rights to people who simply want to build a better life for 

themselves
• of sexual abuse and mistreatment in over 200 privately-run detention centers across our land, and
• of countless families torn apart by deportation and children routed to foster care.

--Franciscan Sr. Dorothy Moczygemba, CSSF on her experience at the USCCB’s Immigration Conference

J U S T I C E
Justice for Immigrants
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SFO Becomes  OFS
Secular Franciscans Change Acronym 

Junipero Serra of Carmel Secular Franciscan Fraternity

Some of you may have noticed the initials, OFS, after Benny’s name on page one of this newsletter. The 
following article from the Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province helps explain this change.

At the General Chapter of the Secular Franciscan Order in  October 2011, it was  decided that the 
acronym to be used when signing one's  name is  to be OFS, not SFO. "The reason is  that the SFO 
presidency wants  to unify everything throughout the world being that the official name of the Order in 
Latin is  Ordo Franciscanus  Saecularis," said Richard Trezza, OFM, spiritual 
director for the Secular Franciscan Order.

"Here in the United States, the Order will continue to be known as  the 
Secular Franciscan Order and its  members  will continue to be known as 
Secular Franciscans. Only the initials have changed," Richard said.

A January 18 email from Thomas  Bello, OFS, National Minister, notified the 
Secular Franciscans  of the change. "When we use English, we are still the 
Secular Franciscan Order," he said. Bello distributed a document that was  approved at the last 
international chapter in Brazil, and signed by the General Minister of the Secular Franciscan Order. A 
section is shown below:

"You will see in the official document the words  'Secular Franciscan Order' still used when referring to 
our Order in English, as  well as  'Secular Franciscans' still used when referring to us," Bello said. "I am 
absolutely certain that OFS and SFO does  not make me or any of us  less  Franciscan. We are still 
permanently professed. Our Order is still in English the Secular Franciscan Order."

“War will exist until that distant day when 
the conscientious objector enjoys the 
same reputation and prestige that the 
warrior does today.”

-- John F. Kennedy

 Allegato n. 9 

ORDO FRANCISCANUS SÆCULARIS 
 XIII. GENERAL CHAPTER 
 Saõ Paulo, 2011.  October 22-29 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 THE OFFICIAL NAME OF THE ORDER  
 
 THE USE AND THE TRANSLATION OF THE NAME OF THE ORDER 
 
 
1.  The official name of the Order is Ordo Franciscanus Sæcularis.  
 
2.  Translations of the name of the Order 
2.1. The translation of the name of the Order is already made in the four official languages, and these are 

the ones to be used in these languages, namely in Italian, in English, in Spanish and in French. 
2.2.  The name can be translated into local languages only when the literal translation from Latin is easily 

understandable even by the civil society and does not change its meaning or substance. 
2.3.  When the translation into the national language distorts the meaning of the name, or is linguistically 

impossible to transfer the genuine meaning, Ordo Franciscanus Sæcularis must always be used, 
which can be followed by expressions to clarify and make more understandable the nature of the 
Secular Franciscan Order to everyone in the local language. 

 
3.  The acronym 
 The acronym which refers to the name Ordo Franciscanus Sæcularis is OFS and is always to be 

used regardless of the language. For example, when Secular Franciscans use the acronym after their 
name, they must use “OFS”. 

 

 
 

Encarnación del Pozo, OFS 
General Minister 

*


